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Discipline Filosofiche (2019-1) 2019-06-14 luigi azzariti fumaroli lidia gasperoni presentazione paul franks from quine to hegel naturalism anti realism and maimon s

question quid facti christoph asmuth salomon maimon und die transzendentalphilosophie ganz grundsätzlich gideon freudenthal overturning the narrative maimon vs

kant luigi azzariti fumaroli uno schlemiel trascendentale salomon maimon fra momenti di vita e movimenti di pensiero daniel elon skepsis und system salomon maimons

versuch über die transzendental philosophie und gottlob e schulzes aenesidemus in chiastischer gegen überstellung meir buzaglo salomon maimon and the regular

decahedron gualtiero lorini verità linguaggio e coscienza in salomon maimon luca guidetti kant e maimon prolegomeni a una topologia del tempo gaetano rametta

filosofia trascendentale e ontologia della differenza in salomon maimon lidia gasperoni immaginare approssimando l im possibilità di un estetica nella filosofia di

salomon maimon maria caterina marinelli maimon s implicit influence in the eigne meditationen über elementar philosophie of fichte david hereza modrego die

transformation der frage quid juris bei kant zu maimons satz der bestimmbarkeit

Research on Human Subjects 1973-03 confronts the ethical questions that arise in the area of scientific experimentation with human beings data are presented here on

two key issues informed consent and risk benefit ratios the authors discuss the mechanism of such experiments and the difference of appraoch within the field they

also examine the role of medical schools in creating ethical awareness in students as well as the peer group reviews which screen research on human subjects the

authors offer recommendations of policy change and reform for the bio medical profession

A European Television Fiction Renaissance 2020-11-29 this book maps the landscape of contemporary european premium television fiction offering a detailed overview

of both the changes in the digital production and distribution and the emergence of specific national and transnational case histories combining a media production

approach with a textual and audience analysis the volume offers a complex stratified systemic view of ongoing aesthetic sociocultural and industrial developments in

contemporary european tv with contributions from leading experts in the field the book first offers an overview of the industrial policy and cultural context for the

renaissance of european television drama over the past decade based on original comparative research this research is then supported by case study chapters from

the key contexts within which quality european television is being produced offering a complex and complete picture of the industry s strengths and limitations its

traditions and trends its constraints and future perspectives a european television fiction renaissance is a must read book for tv scholars working across europe and

beyond in the areas of media studies international communications and television studies media industries studies production studies european studies and media

policy studies as well as for those with an interest in television drama netflix globalisation pay tv and on demand

Della Vita E Degli Scritti Di Orazio Ricasoli Rucellai 1872 il lavoro progettuale condotto per la città di acerra ha rappresentato per gli studenti dell ultimo anno del corso

di studi in architettura 5ue un esperimento di grande rilevanza dal punto di vista progettuale e professionale verso lo sviluppo di un approccio teso a trovare una
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risposta adeguata e concreta alle molteplici necessità poste dalla realtà del contesto in cui opera la pubblicazione raccoglie gli esiti del lavoro svolto nell arco dell anno

accademico 2021 2022 ponendo in evidenza la molteplicità di aspetti e temi progettuali affrontati così come la varietà delle soluzioni proposte la struttura del libro

rispecchia tale approccio sperimentale a partire dall esplorazione di alcuni temi e metodi preliminari esaminati nella sezione saggi proseguendo attraverso lo strumento

del mapping e la raccolta degli esiti del confronto con l amministrazione comunale l ambiente e le persone che abitano quei luoghi giungendo infine alla messa a

sistema e ad una sintesi delle informazioni e delle indagini effettuate attraverso le proposte progettuali descritte nella sezione progetti ciascun tema progettuale prevede

un approfondimento teorico attraverso due saggi introduttivi e numerose declinazioni progettuali che provano in maniera alternativa a fornire possibili scenari per la città

per risolvere le criticità esistenti ma anche per valorizzare le potenzialità e i diversi patrimoni del territorio di acerra le proposte progettuali sono state costruite

attraverso un meccanismo di innesto e connessioni nell esistente non orientato alla definizione di una forma compiuta e di una funzione predeterminata ma che al

contrario ha consentito di lavorare su un idea di forma aperta che ha riutilizzato quanto esiste che ha incluso molteplici possibilità di uso e che ha cambiato

continuamente la propria perimetrazione estendendosi e inglobando pezzi urbani di diversa natura scenari di nuovi possibili significati e nuove trasformazioni urbane

sono dunque il risultato di questo lavoro composto da diversi livelli di approfondimento legati all idea generale di acerra come città di spazi dell apprendimento diffusi

04 Acerra Advanced Design Studio 2024-05-30 cultural heritage is a vital multifaceted component of modern society to better protect and promote the integrity of a

culture certain technologies have become essential tools the handbook of research on emerging technologies for architectural and archaeological heritage is an

authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research on the use of technological assistance for the preservation of architecture and archaeology in a global

context focusing on various surveying technologies for the study analysis and protection of historical buildings this book is ideally designed for professionals researchers

upper level students and practitioners

Handbook of Research on Emerging Technologies for Architectural and Archaeological Heritage 2016-08-27 in 1987 the santiago de compostela declaration laid the

foundations for the first council of europe cultural route highlighting the importance of our rich colourful and diverse european identities today the council of europe

enlarged partial agreement epa on cultural routes oversees 29 routes connecting culture and heritage across europe cultural routes are powerful tools for promoting

and preserving these shared and diverse cultural identities they are a model for grass roots cultural co operation providing important lessons about identity and

citizenship through a participative experience of culture from the european route of megalithic culture with its monuments built as long as 6 000 years ago to the atrium

route of architecture of totalitarian regimes the routes contain elements of our past which help us to understand the present and to approach the future with confidence

the cultural routes also stimulate thematic cultural tourism in lesserknown parts of the continent helping to develop economic and social stability in europe this first ever
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step by step guide to the design and management of council of europe cultural routes will be an essential reference for route managers project developers students and

researchers in cultural tourism and related subjects it addresses aspects ranging from the council of europe s conventions to co creation fund raising and governance

and it explores a cultural route model that has evolved into an exemplary system for sustainable transnational co operation and that has proved to be a successful road

map for socio economic development cultural heritage promotion and intergenerational communication the council of europe epa on cultural routes is the result of our

successful co operation with the luxembourg ministry of culture and the european union increasingly other organisations such as the united nations world tourism

organization are joining this project this handbook was funded by the third european commission council of europe joint programme on cultural routes

Cultural routes management: from theory to practice 2015-03-19 having the ability to measure and explore the geographic space that surrounds us provides endless

opportunities for us to utilize and interact with the world as a broad field of study geospatial research has applications in a variety of fields including military science

environmental science civil engineering and space exploration geospatial research concepts methodologies tools and applications is a multi volume publication

highlighting critical topics related to geospatial analysis geographic information systems and geospatial technologies exploring multidisciplinary applications of

geographic information systems and technologies in addition to the latest trends and developments in the field this publication is ideal for academic and government

library inclusion as well as for reference by data scientists engineers government agencies researchers and graduate level students in gis programs

Geospatial Research: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 2016-04-11 this book explores the relationship between the sciences of representation and the

strategy of landscape valorisation the topic is connected to the theme of the image of the city which is extended to the territory scale and applied to case studies in italy

s umbria region where the goal is to strike a dynamic balance between cultural heritage and nature the studies demonstrate how landscape represents an interpretive

process of finding meaning a product of the relationships between mankind and the places in which it lives the work proceeds from the assumption that it is possible to

describe these connections between environment territory and landscape by applying the vitruvian triad composed of firmitas solidity utilitas utility and venustas beauty

the environment the sum of the conditions that influence all life represents the place s solidity because it guarantees its survival in turn territory is connected to utility

and through its etymological meaning is linked to possession to a domain while landscape as an area perceived by people expresses the search for beauty in a given

place the process of critically interpreting a vision

Landscape Lab 2019-01-05 bioenergy principles and technologies introduces biomass energy resources and then elaborates on bioenergy technologies including

biomass combustion biogas production biomass briquettes and biomass gasification with a combination of theories experiments and case studies the book is an

essential reference for bioenergy researchers industrial chemists and chemical engineers
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Bioenergy 2017-12-18 the present book analyses the work of ezio tarantelli a remarkable italian scientist and economist killed by the red brigades in 1985 after only a

short life 1941 1985 tarantelli s work and its implications are not only of importance for italian researchers but also represents a contribution of interest to economists

worldwide the first chapter of this volume shows the most important features of the european and italian economy from 1970 to 1985 the contribution of tarantelli in fact

was his attempt to address the questions arising from such a context incorporating the thought of f modigliani and j robinson in the process after some brief

biographical notes in the second chapter the third and the fourth concentrate on tarantelli s theoretical contribution the fifth chapter and the conclusions finally show

how from his economic analysis he derived some economic policy proposals that still hold relevance today the text includes a complete bibliography of his scientific

writings

Ezio Tarantelli - Economic Theory and Industrial Relations 2011-09-24 this comprehensive companion is a much needed reference source for the expanding field of

radio audio and podcast study taking readers through a diverse range of essays examining the core questions and key debates surrounding radio practices

technologies industries policies resources histories and relationships with audiences drawing together original essays from well established and emerging scholars to

conceptualize this multidisciplinary field this book s global perspective acknowledges radio s enduring affinity with the local historical relationship to the national and its

unpredictably transnational reach in its capacious understanding of what constitutes radio this collection also recognizes the latent time and space shifting possibilities

of radio broadcasting and of the myriad ways for audio to come to us live chapters on terrestrial radio mingle with studies of podcasts and streaming audio emphasizing

continuities and innovations in form and content delivery and reception production cultures and aesthetics reminding us that neither radio nor podcasting should be

approached as static objects of analysis but rather as mutually constituting cultural forms this cutting edge and vibrant companion provides a rich resource for scholars

and students of history art theory industry studies journalism media and communication cultural studies feminist analysis and postcolonial studies chapter 42 of this

book is freely available as a downloadable open access pdf at taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0

license

The Routledge Companion to Radio and Podcast Studies 2022-06-15 intelligence as a principle of public economy offers the best expression of the life and thought of

the nineteenth century italian political economist carlo cattaneo available here for the first time in english this volume showcases pensiero come principio d economia

publica cattaneo s pioneering vision of economic growth that emphasized the central role of intelligence and will in economic processes the value of knowledge and

innovation and the importance of liberty this classic of italian thought is framed by a long biographical sketch of cattaneo s life before during and after the italian

risorgimento and an afterword that demonstrates the continuing relevance of cattaneo s social political and economic ideas to today s ongoing debate about the
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importance of a free society

Intelligence as a Principle of Public Economy 2003 this book stems from the seminal work of robert venturi and aims at re projecting it in the current cultural debate by

extending it to the scale of landscape and placing it in connection with representative issues it brings out the transdisciplinary synthesis of a necessarily interdisciplinary

approach to the theme aimed at creating new models which are able to represent the complexity of a contradictory reality and to redefine the centrality of human

dimension as such the volume gathers multiple experiences developed in different geographical areas which come into connection with the role of representation

composed of 43 chapters written by 81 authors from around the world with an introduction by jim venturi and cezar nicolescu the volume is divided into two parts the

first one more theoretical and the other one which showcases real world applications although there is never a total split between criticism and operational

experimentation of research

Idee per la casa 2010 1561 88

Digital Draw Connections 2021-04-27 published in 1998 was the italian communist party pci a typical social democratic party in tune with the programmatic principles of

the second international what is the appropriate context within which the strategies of historic compromise and eurocommunism in the 1970s can be analyzed and

understood in what form and to what extent has the process of european integration and the crisis of keynesianism contributed to the transformation of the party in

1989 91 what caused the collapse of the ruling political class of the first italian republic why did the transformed pci the pds democratic party of the left fail to lead the

transition to the second italian republic between 1992 and 1996 is there any link between the party s historical factions and the current divisions in the italian left is it

possible to theorize and speculate upon these divisions italy europe the left seeks to answer these questions debating conventional views and examining the extent to

which the end of the cold war has contributed to a redefinition of the left s identity in italy and europe the exemplary methodological framework and the wider european

perspective adopted throughout make the book an indispensable reading in the field of italian and european politics

U.S.A. 1943 peeking into the home through the eyes of artists and image makers this book unveils the untold story of italian domestic experiences from the 1940s to

the 1970s torn between the trauma of world war ii and the frenzied optimism of the postwar decades and haunted by the echoes of fascism the domestic realm

embodied contrasting and often contradictory meanings care and violence oppression and emotional fulfillment nourishment and privation silvia bottinelli casts a fresh

light on domestic experiences that are easily overlooked and taken for granted finding new expressions of home as an idea an emotion a space and a set of habits in a

variety of cultural and artistic movements including new realism visual poetry pop art arte povera and radical architecture among others double edged comforts finds

nuance by viewing artistic interpretations of domestic life in dialogue with contemporaneous visual culture the advertisements commercials illustrations and popular
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magazines that influenced and informed art even materially and often triggered the critical reactions of artists bottinelli pays particular attention to women s perspectives

discussing artworks that have fallen through the cracks of established art historical narratives and giving specific consideration to women artists carla accardi marisa

merz maria lai ketty la rocca lucia marcucci and others who were often marginalized by the italian art system in this period from sleeping and bathing chores and

making and eating food to the arrival of television double edged comforts provides a fresh account of modern domesticity relevant to anyone interested in

understanding how we make sense of the places we live and what we do there showing how art complicates the familiar comforts and meanings of home

Handbook of green communication and marketing 2012-11-08T00:00:00+01:00 70 13

Italy, Europe, The Left 2018-12-20 this book offers a detailed analysis of the key sectors in the italian economy with the focus especially on areas in which the economy

excels such as the automatic packaging machinery sector pharmaceutical production the food and wine industry and tourism the book explains how contrary to

widespread opinion italy is one of the world s most competitive countries in foreign trade as confirmed by a new index compiled by fondazione edison that highlights its

strengths and top traded products the main characteristics of the italian productive system which is primarily composed of smes are documented and a map illustrating

the importance of the various industrial districts is proposed identifying their sectors of specialization historical roots and development the principal steps in italy s

industrialization over the past 150 years are then outlined in particular for the manufacturing system the main driver of italian exports in depth analyses of the

mechanical industry and the machinery sector follow in combining meticulous analysis of statistical data with a historical perspective this book will appeal to all with an

interest in the italian economy

Double-Edged Comforts 2022-03-30 this is the proceedings of the international congress of graphic design in architecture ega 2018 held in alicante spain may 30 june

1 2018 about 200 professionals and researchers from 18 different countries attended the congress this book will be of interest to researchers in the field of architecture

and engineering topics discussed are innovations in architecture graphic design and architecture history and heritage among others

Il momento presente del passato 2023-02-01T00:00:00+01:00 this book by roberto esposito one of italy s leading political philosophers is a highly original exploration of

the relationship between human bodies and societies starting from a reflection on the nature of immunization esposito offers a wide ranging analysis of contemporary

biopolitics

The Pillars of the Italian Economy 2016-10-27 what does it really mean to reconstruct a city after a natural biological or man made disaster is the repair and

reinstatement of buildings and infrastructure sufficient without the mending of social fabric the authors of this volume believe that the true measure of success should be

societal after all a city without people is no city at all invisible reconstruction takes the view that effective disaster mitigation and recovery require interdisciplinary tactics
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historian lucia patrizio gunning and urbanist paola rizzi expand beyond the confines of individual disciplines or disaster studies to bring together academics and

practitioners from a wide variety of disciplines comparing strategies and outcomes in different scenarios and cultures from south america europe and asia from cultural

heritage and public space to education and participation contributors reflect on the interconnection of people culture and environment and on constructive approaches to

strengthening the intangible ties to increase resilience and reduce vulnerability by bringing practical examples of how communities and individuals have reacted to or

prepared for disaster the publication proposes a shift in public policy to ensure that essential physical reinforcement and rebuilding are matched by attention to societal

needs invisible reconstruction is essential reading for policymakers academics and practitioners working to reduce the impact of natural biological and man made

disaster or to improve post disaster recovery

Graphic Imprints 2018-05-30 1862 161

Dizionario della lingua italiana 1869 the implementation of sustainability initiatives on campuses is an essential component of promoting sustainability in the higher

education context in addition to reflecting an awareness of environmental issues campus programmes demonstrate how seriously universities take sustainability at the

institutional level there is a lack of truly interdisciplinary publications that comprehensively address the issue of campus greening and there is an even greater need for

publications that do so at a truly international level this book meets these needs it is one of the outcomes of the second symposium on sustainability in university

campuses ssuc 2018 which was jointly organised by the university of florence italy manchester metropolitan university uk the research and transfer centre sustainable

development and climate change management and the european school of sustainability science and research at the hamburg university of applied sciences germany

in cooperation with the inter university sustainable development research programme iusdrp the book showcases examples of campus based research and teaching

projects regenerative campus design low carbon and zero carbon buildings waste prevention and resilient transport among others ultimately it demonstrates the role of

campuses as platforms for transformative social learning and research and explores the means by which university campuses can be made more sustainable the aims

of this publication are as follows to provide universities with essential information on campus greening and sustainable campus development initiatives from around the

world to share ideas and lessons learned in the course of research teaching and projects on campus greening and design especially successful initiatives and good

practice and to introduce methodological approaches and projects intended to integrate the topic of sustainable development in campus design and operations this book

gathers contributions from researchers and practitioners in the field of campus greening and sustainable development in the widest sense from business and economics

to the arts administration and the environment and hailing from europe latin america north america and asia

Immunitas 2011-11-21 the most accurate inventory of renaissance rhetoric yet attempted this substantially revised and expanded volume provides a complete list of the
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printed sources for study of the pervasive influence of rhetoric on renaissance culture it includes 1 717 authors and 3 842 rhetorical titles in 12 325 printings published

in 310 towns and cities by 3 340 printers and publishers from finland to mexico prior to 1700 the catalogue is presented in alphabetical order by author surnames with

place printer date and library locations for each publication an extensive introduction explores the state of bibliography in renaissance rhetoric today

Invisible Reconstruction 2022-12-06 il veterinario kevin rogers ha chiuso con l amore ciononostante le nonnine combina incontri di warren rock sono determinate a

trovargli una compagna non è facile convincerle a lasciarlo in pace di conseguenza tutte le giovani donne single della città lo assediano di continuo con regali e

messaggi d amore essere fidanzato è l unico modo per fermare quelle nonnine impiccione ma per riuscirci ha bisogno di una finta fidanzata subito lisa porter adora

organizzare matrimoni cioè i matrimoni degli altri dopo che il suo matrimonio mancato è finito in un disastro preferisce vivere le nozze indirettamente attraverso il suo

lavoro ma quando si ritrova a dover persuadere un grosso cliente che lei possiede le qualifiche necessarie per organizzare il matrimonio più celebre dell anno è

disposta a fingere di essere fidanzata col fratello maggiore della sua migliore amica il loro stratagemma funziona infatti riescono a far credere a tutti quanti di essere la

coppia perfetta l unico problema anche lisa ci crede fino a quel momento kevin ha sempre considerato lisa come una sorella minore e ci vorrà tutta la città per

convincerlo del contrario

Planning Support Tools: Policy Analysis, Implementation and Evaluation. Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on Informatics and Urban and Regional

Planning INPUT2012 2012-06-13T00:00:00+02:00 this study recovers italo calvino s central place in a lost history of interdisciplinary thought politics and literary

philosophy in the 1960s drawing on his letters essays critical reviews and fiction as well as a wide range of works primarily urban planning and design theory and

history circulating among his primary interlocutors this book takes as its point of departure a sweeping reinterpretation of invisible cities passages from calvino s most

famous novel routinely appear as aphorisms in calendars posters and the popular literature of inspiration and self help reducing the novel to vague abstractions and

totalizing wisdom about thinking outside the box the shadow of postmodern studies has had a similarly diminishing effect on this text rendering up an accomplished but

ultimately apolitical novelistic experimentation in endless deconstructive deferrals the shiny surfaces of play and the ultimately rigged game of self referentiality in

contrast this study draws on an archive of untranslated italian and french language materials on urban planning architecture and utopian architecture to argue that

calvino s novel in fact introduces readers to the material history of urban renewal in italy france and the u s in the 1960s as well as the multidisciplinary core of cultural

life in that decade the complex and continuous interplay among novelists and architects scientists and artists literary historians and visual studies scholars his last love

poem for the dying city was in fact profoundly engaged deeply committed to the ethical dimensions of both architecture and lived experience in the spaces of modernity

as well as the resistant practices of reading and utopian imagining that his urban studies in turn inspired
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Dizionario della lingua italiana 1869 this volume addresses textbooks written in the albanian language and in use in albania kosovo macedonia and serbia political

myths and mythical spaces play a key role in shaping processes of identity building concepts of self and other and ideas pertaining to the location of the self and nation

within a post conflict context the albanian case is particularly interesting because the majority of albanians live outside the borders of albania despite the existence of

the nation state which gives rise to fascinating complexities regarding the shaping of national identities and myths surrounding concepts of self and other what

textbooks teach is always of political interest as they represent society s intentions for its next generation this renders identity building processes via textbooks in this

context a particularly fascinating topic for research here examined through the lens of myths and mythical spaces

Sustainability on University Campuses: Learning, Skills Building and Best Practices 2019-06-03 global challenges instigated by climate change and urbanisation are

driving research seeking appropriate and effective strategies for social economic and environmental sustainability while technical advancements are a major focus for

sustainable development there are important research avenues that explore the relationship of place and sustainability from a number of perspectives place based

sustainability research identifies activities and initiatives that need to be layered and integrated with technological advances but also help drive them this research can

facilitate the well considered steering of sustainable development and practices the essence of stewardship of place this volume of a wide range of research and design

approaches by a diverse group of authors of various disciplines reveals new perspectives on the relationship of the culture of place and sustainability the central

narrative that emerges from the chapters of this book is the critical cultural relationship of people to their environment both built and natural the authors delve into this

relationship and see new approaches to support our awareness and appreciation of the nature of our cities and countryside as an integral ecosystem thereby having

the potential to nurture social values and political will for increasing our sustainable practices and resilience the authors extend to us pathways for stewardship of our

cities and countryside that are essential if we are to contend with the serious challenges provoked by our changing climate and the continuing urbanisation of the world

s population

Renaissance Rhetoric Short-title Catalogue 1460-1700 2006-01-01 this book provides an overview of the growing field of screenwriting research and is essential

reading for both those new to the field and established screenwriting scholars it covers topics and concepts central to the study of screenwriting and the screenplay in

relation to film television web series animation games and other interactive media and includes a range of approaches from theoretical perspectives to in depth case

studies 44 scholars from around the globe demonstrate the range and depths of this new and expanding area of study as the chapters of this handbook demonstrate

shifting the focus from the finished film to the process of screenwriting and the text of the screenplay facilitates valuable new insights this handbook is the first of its

kind an indispensable compendium for both academics and practitioners
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Amore a sorpresa 2011-05-09 this book reports on innovative research and practices in contemporary design showing how to integrate different concepts and

discussing the emerging role of design in different field its meaning for humans and citizens as well as its impact on society and the global ecosystem gathering the

best papers from senses sensibility held on december 9 11 2021 in bari italy it highlights the role of design in fostering education physical and social wellbeing industrial

innovation and cultural preservation as well as inclusivity sustainability and communication in a world facing complex challenges on a global scale

Italo Calvino's Architecture of Lightness 2017-12-04 this book explores the topic of proximity and its relations in the design of contemporary urban fabrics and public

spaces the effects of the covid 19 pandemic and reflections on the future of cities have lately shed light on the concept of proximity which is intended as the

relationship between communities and urban functions and as relations among people built spaces and open spaces the proximity is a historic and fertile field of

interest for american and northern european urban studies it is a spatial and social program seemingly surpassed by the styles and rhythms of contemporary city life

but today it is back in vogue with different purposes meanwhile the action research developed by the department of architecture and urban studies at the politecnico di

milano for the municipality of milan reached its conclusion 2018 2020 the research work focused on contextualizing the new m4 metro line stations under construction

and jointed mobility flows and places long range networks and local ones boosting the idea of metro stations as regenerative urban thresholds and urban platforms for

enabling environmental sustainable settlement and active mobility systems in other words the action research for milan shows how to achieve the concept of proximity

in the urban design practice in a dense stratified and complex urban context

Myths and Mythical Spaces 2022-12-15 why should we wonder about man and the human sense what are the questions and answers we are seeking why should we

read the work of werner sombart or rather why should we re read this sombart this book tracks the human sense in order to rediscover this compass against the

current crisis of the humanistic conception of society this crisis is manifest in a repositioning of society which is no longer human by definition in contrast to the past

when the term human society was a tautology and redundant as such the human element of society must be rediscovered this book revitalizes the scientific sense of

the human which is almost anesthetized often frustrated and belittled sometimes confused and mistaken with something else frequently misunderstood and made

unrecognizable but precisely for this reason which is increasingly essential today

Place-Based Sustainability 2023-07-27

The Palgrave Handbook of Screenwriting Studies 2023-05-08

Developments in Design Research and Practice II 2022-09-01

(Re)Discovering Proximity 2011
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After the European landscape convention 2016-08-17

The Social Sense of the Human Experience 1867

Storia documentata della diplomazia europea in Italia dall'anno 1814 all'anno 1861
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